
Spanish Chair

Designer:Børge Mogensen

Manufacturer:Fredericia

£4,217

DESCRIPTION

Spanish chair by Børge Mogensen for Fredericia.

In 1958, Børge Mogensen and his family travelled to Spain. In Andalucia, he fel l in love with an old chair with a wide

seat and broad armrests. Once back in Denmark, he created the Spanish Chair.

The chair he fel l  in love with is a tradit ional type of chair and is very common in areas influenced by ancient Islamic

culture – from Spain to northern India. Børge Mogensen modernised the design by removing the elaborate carvings,

and thus he created his own version with his customary geometrical precision. Yet he retained the most important

feature: the broad armrests that give the chair i ts distinctive character. The broad armrests also serve as a practical

place to place a cup or a glass.

DIMENSIONS

82.5w x 60d x 33/67cmh

MATERIALS

https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/designers-borge-mogensen
https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/manufacturers-fredericia
http://twentytwentyone.com/designer/borge-mogensen
http://twentytwentyone.com/manufacturer/fredericia


By designing the Spanish Chair Mogensen proved that he did not need to use steel or plastic to be innovative. Like

the Hunting Chair, this classic chair is made of oak or walnut, and vegetable tanned saddle leather. This gives it a

strong, masculine character, and ensures that the chair ages beautiful ly.

The straps allow that the back can be tightened as the leather expands, which means that you can sit securely and

comfortably in this chair from day one – and for the rest of your l i fe.

All wood from Fredericia comes from responsibly managed FSC forests, where no more trees are fel led than the

forest can reproduce naturally.

All Fredericia leather comes from well-known, certif ied sources, where professionals are trained to respect animals.

For leather examples and wood finishes, please see pdf documents in Product downloads.
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